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China’s capital market has reached remarkable volume after more than twenty 
years of cultivation and development, and financing through listing is rational 
demand according with an enterprise’s development, and is also necessity arising 
from the development of capital market.  
The process of listing involves in critical steps such as initial sorting and 
organization, listing plan formulating, and reporting and listing etc., all these steps 
relate to quite complex tax treatment. It proves to be a major issue for enterprises 
when listing on how to satisfy the strict regulation requirements relate to listing, 
while reasonably reduce the tax cost. There are abundant theoretical researches on 
tax planning both home and abroad, however few researches are on the tax planning 
practice of various listing circumstances. It is the original intention of writing this 
paper based on my reflections and practice on these questions. 
Based on the introduction of principle and target of tax planning, as well as main 
tax planning measures, the paper researches the tax planning of different listing 
practice in China’s domestic market.  
For IPO listing, the paper pays much attention on the tax treatment on several 
critical steps such as organizational adjustment, business restructuring, assets 
reorganization or divestiture, joint-stock transformation etc., combining with several 
cases of enterprises applying for listing. For backdoor listing, the paper studies the 
tax treatment on various steps during a backdoor listing such as assets replacement, 
private placement, dealing of assets replaced out etc., combining with the cases such 
as the backdoor listing of Zhejiang Daily Media through ST White Cat. Then the 
paper stated and concluded the principles of tax planning, summarized tax treatment 
dispute coordination, and ways and solutions of tax planning for different listings. 
Finally, the paper summarizes that the research on tax planning for enterprises 
when listing in China’s domestic market finds solutions for the following three major 













management of enterprise applying for listing may reduce significantly the 
tax-related risks and tax cost; 2. a set of efficient tax planning measures is sorted for 
IPO and backdoor listing; 3. suggestions are offered on tax treatment disputes, 
difference and its coordination of accounting and tax treatment during the process of 
listing.  
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第一章  前言 
1 
第一章  前言 
一、选题背景和意义 
（一）企业上市的税收问题日益受到关注 
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